Pizza Wrapping Solutions

Shrink Wrapping | Shrink Bundling
With U.S. frozen pizza sales topping 5 billion dollars in 2019, more bakers in the U.S. today depend on Texwrap equipment to wrap their pizzas than any other packaging equipment company in the industry.

Texwrap’s pizza packaging expertise spans decades - working with pizza operations large and small. Ranging from regional producers needing medium speed capability, to the largest national brands requiring extreme high-speed custom solutions.

Regardless of the speed required, Texwrap’s heavy duty and reliable pizza handling and shrink packaging systems can improve efficiency, reduce labor costs, increase production and better utilize your operating space. The quality and durability of Texwrap equipment provides the lowest total cost of ownership available in the market today.

THE TEXWRAP ADVANTAGE

• Texwrap believes business is built on relationships. Of course, we strive to manufacture the best equipment in the industry. The way we treat our customers is every bit as important to us as the quality of our equipment.

• Texwrap has worked with pizza and crust manufacturers large and small, helping each determine the ideal solution for their operation.

• Texwrap has the unique ability to design, manufacture and supply custom infeeds, accessories and tunnels with our hallmark turnkey shrink packaging solutions.

• Texwrap's patented orbital seal system and proprietary TVS2 side seal are known as the industry leader for speed, efficiency, and durability.

• Texwrap recognizes that small companies can explode to medium or large very quickly based on private-label contracts. Texwrap equipment helps improve the flexibility of your production line to accommodate that growth.
Pizza Wrapping Systems

- Integrated, high speed and efficient
- Allen Bradley Controlled
- Patented 5 axis servo seal system leads the industry
- Industry leading TVS2 Side Seal with 50% more roller to film control
- Seals on Side to avoid contamination of seal area (lap seal available)
- Single Source Infeed, Wrapper, and Shrink Tunnel
- Industry leading 10-year warranty (excludes consumable and purchased parts)
- Our systems work as hard as you do – 24 hours a day, 7 days per week. Texwrap systems provide the Lowest Total Cost of Ownership in the industry

Sanitary Infeeds for all speed ranges

- Quick disconnect; washdown & removeable
- Servo Controlled Pitch Placement - Accurate to within 7mm
- No contact for fresh pizza means reduced topping loss
- Integrated Washdown Disk Feed and Delivery Systems

Shrink Tunnels

- Matched to wrapper output
- Optional Seams Down feature to pull shrink seams from top view

Film Splicing Options

- On the fly and accurate to 200fpm
- Infinite vacuum scrap removal
- Print registration capable
Known as the industry innovator, Texwrap holds patents on some of the most significant breakthrough technologies in the shrink-wrapping business. Texwrap produces automatic shrink wrapping systems, L-bar sealers, side sealers, tunnels, infeed solutions, and conveyor systems for the food, bakery, industrial, mailing, pharmaceutical, nutraceutical, retail, printing, and publishing industries. As part of the ProMach End of Line business line, Texwrap helps our packaging customers protect and grow the reputation and trust of their consumers. ProMach is performance, and the proof is in every package.